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Tube and Hose Tools
For hard or soft copper, aluminum, brass, thin wall steel,

stainless steel, monel, titanium and other metal tubing

Imp® Triple Header Benders

For annealed copper, aluminum, steel, stainless steel and hard 
copper tubing of bending temper.

Lever type, multiple size benders.  Calibrated markings for making
accurate left-hand, right-hand, and offset bends.  Ninety degree
start requires less effort; makes bending fast and easy.

BENDING RANGE
Radius to Center

Tube O.D. of Tube
(Inches) (mm) (Inches) (mm)

1/8, 3/16, 3, 4, 9/16 14.2
and 1/4 and 6

1/4, 5/16, 4, 6 11/16 17.5
and 3/8 and 8

Imp® Tube Cutters

For 1/8” to 5/8” (4 to 15 mm) O.D. tubing, (1/8” to 1/2” nom.).
Requires only 1 1/4” swing radius. (Requires only 1 3/8” swing
radius with 5/8” tube.)
Repositioned rollers to bottom of tool allows for easier cutter
engagement on tubing.  Enclosed feed screw minimizes 
contamination, assuring continued free operation.  Redesigned
feed mechanism improves overall cutting action.

Hose Fitting Assembly Tool

These are made by Parker and work well for assembling
MS24587 hose ends on Mil H 8794 hose.  

We stock -4, -5, -6, -8, -10, and -12. 

Part numbers are 631073-(size).

127-FB/
TC 1050

227-FA

367-FH

368-FH 

367-FH

368-FH

Junior Tube Cutter
For 1/8” to 3/4” O.D. tubing

174-F

Big-Imp™ Tube Cutter

For 3/8” to 1 1/8” O.D. tubing

Requires only 1 15/16” swing radius.  
(Requires only 2 1/4” swing radius
with 1 1/8” tube.)
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Miscellaneous
To o l s  &  B a f f l e  R i v e t s

Part # RFT-37 DEGREE
Flaring Tool -- These precision tools provide smooth, uniform flares with minimum effort.  A large feed screw 
handle turns easily.  Hardened steel flaring cone, eccentrically mounted in needle bearings, produces rolling action
for even metal flow, giving uniform flare walls without galling.

“The BEST single flaring tool I’ve ever seen.”  Tom Brink, Pres.,  GAHco.

Marson’s best hand plier-style
riveter.  Heavy duty construction
features a patented bearing
design, includes four nose-
pieces that are housed in the
tool body.

Part #  39000

Helpfu l  H ints  for  us ing the Tool .
When using this on Seamless Stainless Steel aircraft Tubing, DO NOT use a tubing cutter, it will pinch down the diameter of

the tubing and work harden it very quickly. What you should do is use the Bar of the cutter as a holding fixture for the tubing as
you cut it with a fine toothed hacksaw, by hand. You do not want to use anything that will heat or work harden the tubing.

The best method I have found for flawless looking flare ends, is to separate the Head from the Bar and the place the tubing in
the bar and close the bar before placing it in a vise to hold it closed.This should be done so the hacksaw will be cutting the tubing
on the Non funneled “Flat” side of the bar. Cut the tubing off as square as you can, it wont look so perfect yet but don’t worry.
When done cutting, loosen the vise and open the bar, slide the tubing back until the newly cut portion just barely sticks out of the
flat back of the bar, put it back in the vise. Now using a fine and fairly good mill cut file file the protruding portion of the tubing end
until it is totally level with the back side “flat” part of the Bar.Take your tubing out of the bar and inspect, it should appear flat and
perfectly even all the way around, it will still need cleaning up though.

To clean up the end, hold the mill file at an angle and either rotate the tube so as to knock off any sharp edges from the
outside or move the file around the tube to the same effect if the tube cannot be rotated. You will need to clean up the inside with
a de-burring tool or a countersink tool that is just held by the hand for this operation. 

Make sure that the tubing and tools are clean of all metal dust or any other possible contaminant's that may affect the
performance of the tool or your assembly both before and after you are done making your tube assembly.

There are other basic instructions that come with the tool.

This tool when use properly makes the finest and most consistent single flares of all the flaring tools I have seen.

Flares 3/16” to 3/4”

For more Marson Commercial Blind Rivets,
see page 216
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